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     Performance assessment models, in the context of 
high-level waste management, commonly incorporate a 
“representative” element concept as a simplification 
approach. For example, on the basis of a representative 
waste package, radionuclide release away from a single 
waste package is computed and scaled up to derive an 
estimate of the total release from an ensemble of waste 
packages. This computation is an approximation, as each 
waste package may release radionuclides at different 
rates controlled by local conditions in or around the 
waste package. This paper considers several approaches 
for defining an averaged property, length of transport 
pathway in this example, so that scaled-up releases are 
consistent with releases that would be computed by 
individually simulating each waste package. Results (total 
release rates) from a detailed formulation are compared 
to those considering common averages for the derivation 
of the representative property, and these can differ 
significantly. This implies that representative properties 
should be carefully selected in general.  The example in 
this paper illustrates that, even in a simple case, detailed 
determination of an appropriate representative property 
can be a complex endeavor. This is particularly true for 
cases where the representative element (waste package in 
this example) is intended to summarize multiple 
properties that exhibit spatial variability. Therefore, 
depending on the intended use of the performance 
assessment model, elements may need to be included to 
explicitly model spatial variability.  

 
I.  BACKGROUND 
 

Performance assessments are generally intended as 
tools to support decision making.  In a performance 
assessment, a system is evaluated by comparing 
performance metrics calculated with a performance 
assessment model (e.g., total release rates, cumulative 
release rates, contaminant concentrations in groundwater, 
doses to a receptor) to corresponding safety thresholds. 
Performance assessments may become complex for 
systems subject to multiple safety thresholds.  
Performance assessment models may also become 
complex to account for factors that are important to 

compliance with safety standards, particularly if those 
factors exhibit variability and uncertainty. On the other 
hand, a low-complexity performance assessment model 
may be sufficient to satisfy the model intent if few factors 
control performance metrics and there is a single 
safety threshold. 

Developing low-complexity performance assessment 
models is desirable for reasons such as reducing 
computational burden, maintaining consistency with 
limited available information, and achieving compatibility 
with intended model usage. Representative elements are 
commonly used to simplify the calculations.  
Representative elements are single components of a 
performance assessment model that are intended to 
summarize or consolidate multiple components of the real 
system. For example, a common approach for calculating 
radionuclide releases is to calculate releases from a single 
representative waste package, then scale up these releases 
to derive an estimate of the total release from an ensemble 
of waste packages. This computation is a simplification, 
as each waste package may release radionuclides at 
different rates controlled by local conditions in or around 
the waste package. 

Using an example, this paper illustrates the 
challenges of defining an uncertain and variable property 
for use in a low-complexity performance assessment 
model. For the purposes of this example, the performance 
assessment model does not directly include property 
variability but represents it in an average sense. The 
performance assessment model considers property 
uncertainty by sampling the statistical properties 
representing property variability. 

The example compares two approaches: (i) the 
representative-parameter approach (Method 1), in which 
an averaged property is directly estimated from the 
statistical representation of the physical parameter, and 
(ii) the equivalent-parameter approach (Method 2), in 
which the averaged property is indirectly estimated using 
equivalency requirements. The equivalency approach 
seeks to assure that releases directly calculated using an 
ensemble of individual waste packages with property 
variability considered are numerically equivalent to 



scaled-up releases calculated using the 
equivalent parameter. 
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estimates using the common approach of using
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III.  MODEL 
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Fig. 2.  Concentration versus position at steady
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With this simple model, steady diffusive fl
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III.A. Representative Transport Le

Direct Averages (Method 1) 
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Arithmetic averaging is a common method for 
developing representative parameters. Harmonic 
averaging is consistent with the inverse relationship 
between Le and the left-hand side of Eq. (3) for eb CC >> .  

Geometric averaging provides the most likely value for 
lognormally distributed variables. 

The parameter λ is defined as the ratio of the distance 
of the waste package to the nearest fracture to the total 
fracture spacing, or the minimum of f and (1−f). Because 
λ is measured with respect to the nearest fracture, its 
maximum value is 1/2. The waste package can be located 
anywhere between the fractures; thus, the parameter λ 
follows a uniform distribution, 0 < λ  ≤1/2, and the 
expected distance to the nearest fracture is a quarter of the 
fracture separation (λ = 1/4).  

The representative length o

eL  is defined as λLa, λLh, 

or λLg with λ treated as an adjustable parameter.  Fig. 3a 
illustrates the behavior of the averaging approaches for 
several sets of lognormally distributed fracture 
separations, using λ = 1/4 and a range of standard 
deviations for the fracture separation.  Releases are 
insensitive to fracture separation for eb CC << , and all 

approaches have the same relationship in the limit when 
the fracture spacing approaches zero variance. Reflecting 
the lognormal distribution, the arithmetic, geometric, and 
harmonic averaging approaches calculate reduced, 
unchanged, and greater releases, respectively, as 
variability in the fracture spacing increases. Fig. 3b, 
comparing the averages with different λ values, illustrates 
that changing λ simply shifts the curves horizontally 
along the x axis. 
 
III.B.  Equivalent Transport Length by Matching 

Total Releases (Method 2) 
 
The representative parameter approach by matching 

total releases considers diffusion-only transport from the 
waste package to the closest two flowing fractures (see 
Fig. 1). Each of the two pathways (pathways labeled as 
Pathway 1 and Pathway 2 in Fig. 1) is modeled as a two-
leg system as in Fig. 2. The lengths of Pathways 1 and 2 
are denoted as L1 = f L and L2 = (1−f) L, respectively. The 
representative length, o

eL , is defined by the single 

pathway (as depicted in Fig. 2) that matches the total flux 
of Pathways 1 and 2. Matching the sum of fluxes through 
the two pathways to the flux from the equivalent pathway 
leads to the expression  
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where cb is the concentration outside the buffer zone, C1 
and C2 are the diffusive conductance in pathways 1 and 2 
for transition region, and Ce = C1 + C2 is the total 
transition region conductance. Assuming that waste 
package and buffer material dimensions are small 
compared to the fracture spacing, the total conductance Ce 
can be approximated as 
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If L and f are known, Eq. (1) is used to compute the total 
flux to the flowing fractures. The expected value for the 

Fig. 3. Normalized releases calculated with averaged 
fracture separation. (a) Varying standard deviation of 
log(L) (λ = 1/4).  (b) Varying λ [standard deviation of 
log(L) = 1]. 

(a) 

(b) 



flux, E[Q], accounting for the entire distribution of 
fracture spacing, L, and waste package placement, f, is 
computed as 
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where ρ(L) is the probability density function for the 
fracture separation. The placement parameter f is assumed 
to follow a uniform distribution, 0 <f ≤1. Expanding Ce 
and rearranging, expected release is (for a particular 
realization of all parameters except L) 
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The equivalent transport length o

eL

 

is calculated by 

combining Eqs. (1), (2), and (12), leading to 
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IV.  DISCUSSION 

 
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate consequences of the 

representative parameter approach by comparing 
Method 1 (direct averages) representative-parameter 
estimates with Method 2 (total release match) 
representative-parameter estimates for the same fracture 
set.  The Method 2 representative-parameter estimates are 
qualitatively similar to the harmonic-average estimates 
from Method 1, in the sense that increased variability 
leads to larger releases. The Method 2 
representative-parameter estimates are qualitatively 
dissimilar from the arithmetic-average estimates of 
Method 1, in the sense that the arithmetic-average 
estimated releases are always smaller than the Method 2 
estimated releases and the discrepancy increases with 
increasing variability. 

The Method 1 and Method 2 representative-
parameter relationships have differing slopes, even with 
no variability in fracture spacing (Fig. 4). The Method 2 
representative-parameter approach generally exhibits 
greater calculated release rates, except for harmonic 
averaging of Method 1 with very large fracture variability 
(Fig. 5). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Normalized releases calculated using Method 2 
and harmonic averaging from Method 1 for fracture 
separation (λ = 1/4). 

Fig. 5. Ratio of normalized releases calculated using 
representative parameter approach (Method 2) to 
arithmetic and harmonic averaging (from Method 1) for 
fracture separation [λ = 1/4]. 



Discrepancies between release rates calculated using 
the various approaches can be removed by adjusting the λ 
values used for the averaging methods. However, the 
adjusted λ value depends on the ratio between Cb and Cf0 
(as transport in the transition leg increasingly constrains 
release, the length of the zone that is effective in 
contributing to release decreases), implying that the fitted 
λ value is problem dependent. 

These comparisons illustrate that the ultimate use for 
a parameter may suggest alternative approaches for 
estimating the parameter. In this case, an arithmetic mean 
is an unbiased approach for estimating the average 
fracture separation, but it results in the poorest estimates 
for releases (the metric of interest). The harmonic mean 
underestimates the average fracture separation, but is the 
most appropriate selection because the reciprocal of 
fracture separation is closely related to the metric of 
interest. The geometric mean is intermediate to the 
other two. 

This study focused on steady-state or quasi-steady-
state considerations.  If transient storage effects are taken 
into account, determination of representative parameters 
may not be possible without losing detail. For example, 
total release from an ensemble of waste packages, each 
simulated accounting for transients, may be well spread in 
time as the contributions from successively more distal 
waste packages reach a fracture, while releases from a 
single representative waste package can only approximate 
that spread while simultaneously reproducing leading 
edges. Transient storage effects are also radionuclide 
dependent in cases where different radionuclides have 
different sorption patterns or different sorption 
uncertainties. Thus, a single representative element is 
constrained to provide limited answers. 

This study focused on a single parameter, a length of 
a transport pathway, Le. In performing the derivations it 
was assumed that other parameters, such as 
concentrations and solubilities, retardation coefficients, 
and diffusion coefficients, exhibited limited variability. 
Parameters with wider variability can be considered using 
nested integrals to compute expected values such as the 
integrals in Eq. (11) if the variation corresponds to 
random spatial variability. However, some variability may 
be correlated to other processes, such as temperature and 
waste package failure. In that case, it is unlikely that a 
single representative element can appropriately capture a 
range of behaviors controlling radionuclide release. A 
performance assessment model considering those more 
complex systems may require multiple “representative” 
elements to capture the increased complexity, with each 
element capturing a subset of the entire range of behavior. 
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